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Supplies for Your New Bunny!

Did you just adopt a new rabbit? Congratulations! Now it is time to shop for everything they will need to make your 
house their forever home! Below is the list of things we recommend purchasing before bringing a new rabbit home 

with you. 

  Carrier Housing        Bottles/Bowls

 The very first thing you need              There are many options for comfortable                 You should consider getting
 to buy is a carrier to help you          housing for your new bunny! If you have the            a pellet bowl, a produce plate,
 bring your bunny home! Hard          space to set them up with a play pen, that is              a hay feeder, and a water
  carriers are safest, and it if             best, and we suggest one with at least a 36”            bowl or bottle for your rabbit.
it has a roof opening, it is much         height. Otherwise they can be comfortable                If you use a water bowl, it
           easier to use!                        In multilevel hutches with lots of free playtime.                   should be large.

       Litter/Litter Boxes       Grooming Supplies                  Cleaning Supplies

 You want to plan to purchase                  The essential grooming supplies You will need to regularly clean your
 2-3 large (as big as possible)                    you want to have on hand are                rabbit’s cage and litter boxes so be
   litter boxes for your bunny                 nail clippers and a nice, gentle brush.          sure to buy plenty of safe cleaner!
as well as plenty of bunny safe                                                                                    Cage cleaner and white vinegar
                  litter!                                                                                                                              work best!

      Hay and Pellets               Produce                      Enrichment

 Oxbow products are the best          Fresh veggies and occasionally                   Make sure you buy plenty of 
 for your new bunny! They will                fruits are important for your bunny’s             enrichment for your new bunny! 
  need a healthy rabbit pellet                   diet. Make sure to check our list of          They will need hideaways, toys, and 
 feed as well as plenty of hay.              Bunny approved foods to be sure what     treats to keep them busy, entertained
                                                                       you buy for them is safe.                                      and happy!
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